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Poster Removal Katses t...ensorsntp QuestiOn
by Steve Bedell ~- ·
News Editor
·

When FAther Mulligan was contacted by
ence of Cincinnati Public Health· officials · f~mces that 'someone in the administration
on campus to lecture on V.D. besmirches has been putting up all over campus so the the News he ~till held the position that the
•• Recent actions have once again provok· the liberal and far-sighted actions of these · students can't walk on the grass. But I verse on the flyer was "cheap doggeral"
ed the issue of censorship here at Xavier same administrators in encouraging a hardly claim the right to take a power-saw that can taint the quality of campus life at
University. On Thursday Octover 25th the course. here on the Theology of Secuality. and cut them down. If Xavier is ever to be Xavier. Fr. Mulligan stated that there were
Theology of Sexuality course by Rev. Jam· For too long sex has been a shameful and a real university we will have to be toler· definite rules for censorship, however, he
es Fleck, S.J., presented a seri~s of talks by ·sinful act that had to be taught in alleys or ant of a number of conflicting values that did not make use of them in this instance,
Mr. Ritchey of the Cincinnati Public . discussed in the darkness of the con· claim our allegiance to truth. A university and he did not even know precisely what
Health Department. To advertise these, Fr. fessional.
ought to be a place where these ideas are they were.
Fleck distributed numerous posters and
·~Dep~:~ite my having obtained th~ proper tested and proved in an ·atmosphere of opMr. Roderick Shearer, Vice-President of
mimeographed flyers around the campus. authorization to put these posters in the_ penness and exploration not 'one of re- Student Development, when approached
These flyers were subsequently removed by lobby of Alter, a Jesuit vice-president took pression and censorship. The day has long for comment, stated that he has the capac·
faculty ana administrators, including Rev. it upon himself to remove them as passed when any university community ity to censor exhibits or posters. However,
Robert Mulligan, S.J., President of Xavier "personally offEmsive.""My own"view as to can tolerate high-handed attempts at- he said that he had never seen the VD fly.
University, and Rev. Jeremiah what is offensive is his action which re- "thought-control," and the self-delegated er in question before they were, in fact,
O'Callaghan,_ S.J., former Academic Vice- suited in fewer students having an oppor- control by administrators over posters, po· tom down. He also stated that in the final
President of Xavier.
tunity to k~ow the ugly but essential facts etry, or academic programs, even on a analysis, Father Mulligan holds the final
ver~ict on all questions of censorship.
The flyers in question were intended· to on the consequences of sexual promiscuity. Jesuit campus like Xavier."
inform interested Xavier students about We are all intellectually poorer here at '/
/
. the featured speaker in Fleck's .course. The ·Xavier because of this misdirected zeal for
Flyer had Theology 309:...... _The Theology of- sexual censorship.
Sexuality printed on them and contained
"I put up three kinds of posters: 1) a ditto
several excerpts from a Dick Cavett NET sheet with lyrics from Dick Cavett NETV
presentation on venereal disease.
program on V.D.; 2) a set of posters from
According to News sources, Father the Cincinnati Public Health Department;
O'Callaghan removed several of the poster 3) a poster from the American Medical Asfrom Alter Hall despite the fact that Fr. sociation. All around campus selfFleck had permission from Rev. Clifford supported guardians 9f our sexual purity
Bessee, S.J., to post the flyers in Alter Hall. and Xavier image ripped down the posters.
Also~ a poster displayed in-the Bellarmine It is said that these acts were don~ by a
Chapel lobby, subsequently removed by number of faulty members and several of
Father Mulligan, had been placed there by the top Jesuit administrators. The presiFather Fleck with the permission of the dent of Xavier Univeristy defends his acPastor, the Rev; Leo Klein, S.J. During this tion by saying that ·the poetry was dogtime many other faculty members and ad· geral. Perhaps it was. But the point of the
ministrators reportedly removed the flyers poster was to attract students to a V.D. leeand posters that were placed at sites ture a'nd not to win a poetry contest. If
throughout the campus. When Fr. Fleck poor poetey will better inform our students
protested this action, Father Mulligan is· . about an issue as critical as the current
sued a statement in reply: "This is in reply V.D. epidemic I am not above using bad
to your letter of Octover 24th. Many per- poetry or verse. What was really behind a
sons, including myself, thought that the number of these zealots, I am sure, was
cheap doggerel verse posted around the their conviction that a V.D. discussion
. ,r
campus was the work of a student, un- doesn't belong on a Catholic or Jesuit camauthorized by any faculty member, and un- pus. Our nice young Catholic students
· der this assumption, many of them took don't do the kinds of things that V.D. comdwon the hecto,-raphed materials feeling es from. Ifs "okay" to talk about sex and
that they were not. only unauthorized, but· student V.D. at U.C., but not at Xavier.
.;
they treated as cheap what yout treat very
"I feel that at stake here is basic aca. seriously in your course. Your name did demic freedom. Do our Jesuit adminisnot apper on the poster. Had it appeared,· trators or "up-tight" conservative faculty
I'm sure that Father- O'Callaghan would members have a-right _to prowl the corhave checked.Wi.th you.efore taking any a_c: .. ridors of -Xavier ripping down sigps_ that·
tion."
.
don't please them? I don't think. so. I have
In answer to FatherMulligaJ1, Fr.. Fleck 'for. months been displeased by all these
N0.6
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gave this statement to the News:
"It is most unfortunate i:hat ihe recent
actions of several Xavier administrators in
..
' removing the posters adve~i_sing the.pres·.
..• ~

Yearbook To Be· Printed Despite _Obstacles
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by John O'Brien
News Reporter

.:

~- '

that they do not require funding from the Ranoghah, Advertising Editor.
University for this issue of the yearbook, It now seems that there will be a 1973-74
but it has applied to the Student Activities Musketeer. Ellerbrock and his staff have·
Budget Board for funding of next year's laready met with a printing company and
publication in order to provide the extra have found that it would be possible to
inoney needed to compensat~ for poor re· publish a yearbook comparable in quality
sponse: from advertisers, extra to that of previous years for approximately
"complimentary" copies, and copies order- $7,000. A student poll was conducted last
ed .by students w~o woul~ rather see the Spring, from which it was determined that
product before paYJ.ng for it.
the overwhelming majority of those responding would be willing to pay. $5 for a
Ellerbrock has compiled a formidable yearbook. With a reasonable amount of adstaff who share the conviction that they vertising to help defray costs, it was decidwill put out a Musketeer. This staff in· ed that students could be provided with a
eludes: Mary Ann Wedig, Academic Editor; yearbook costing about $11 to print for the
Bill Young, Sports Editor; Diane Bechtold, accepteq price of $5. However, this will-reSenior and Underclassmen Editor; Mau· quire that exactly as many yearbooks"be
reen Burke, Business and Publicity Editor;· printed as had been ordered, with no orDawn Wiener, Layout Editor; and Julie ders beingaccepted after the first deadline.

The 1973-74 Xavier Musketeer yearbook
staff has encountered many obstacles in
its attempt to reinstitute this formerly perennial publication. Friday, Octover 19,
Father Robert W. Mulligan, President of
Xavier University, informed Junior Dave
Ellerbrock, Editor-in-Chief of the Musketeer, that no funding whould be forth·
coming from the University tJ:tis year.
However, the News has learned that the
Student Avtivities Budget Board has approved, tentatively, a $4000 budget for next
year's Musketeer provided that a yearbook
is published this year.
Another attempt by the yearbook to gain
material support was blunted two weeks
,;
ago by Roderick C. Shearer, Vice-President
for Student Development. Shearer address·
.
V_
ed the Dad's Club, informing them that the
yearbook was merely an idea being dis·
by Colleen McCormick
demic year, to undertake the important
.'
and sizeable tas~ of preparing a completecussed among a few students, and was- not
·. .
; .
a recognized University publication. This. The first meeting of the University Sen· and unified report by February 10, 1974 for
. statement came as a surprise to the staff ate will convene today at 1 =30 in the Cash presentation to the Senate through its Exwho had consistently been assured by Room of Logan Hall. Items on the agenda ecutive Committee. The overall charge to
Shearer and others that their status as a include opening addresses by Rev. Robert the Council is an examination of what we
bona-fide organization was secure. AJ, W· Mulli~an, President of .the ~niversity are trying to do with a core curriculum,
. though there may be a distinction between and Chauman of the U:mversity Senate how well we are doing it, and how we can
an organization and a publication, this dis· and ·Thomas Zen~, Pres.ident of the St~- better achieve our core goals. Further; the
tinction had not been defined for the year· dent Body, and ~lscusslon of the Rettig report to the Senate should include:
b ook staff, except_ in the form of as· Report-Core
.
.Curnculum
.. Study.
.
a. A coII a ti on of th e C ounci'1's d esurances froo Rod Sheargr that . The Executive Committe~ of t~e Untver·· liberations with the present report and the
publication status would be forthcoming at s1ty Senate, after much ~ehberatwn-of the departmental reactions to that report.
the next Publication Committee meeting report of the Sub-Committee on Core Cur·
.
·.
.
. .
.
and that the staff need not worr~about the riculum will present the following motions b. The i~~ntlfica~on of ad~imstrabve
matter.
·to be voted upon:
. ·
a~co~;mtabllity for un~lemenbng and re.
h
lled
.Th
U
.
't ·s
t
'
t
th
viewmg
the
The Dad's Club proposal; whic ca
l.
e mversi y ena e accep s e re. Core Curnculum.
.
for a Club-sponsored letter to parents ur· port of the Sub-Committee on the Core Cur· c. Spec~fic reco1_11mendab~ns of new ~p
ging them to contribute to the yearbook as riculwn ·with thanks and appreciation for ~roaches_ toward 1mplementmg core ob)ec·
.
.
Sponsors, drew a similar reaction from Fr. its work to date and with full appreciation tives. .
Mulligan.· At the Dad's Club meeting, as of its difficulties, including the massive- A motion will then be represented which
IPhut•! hy R. Madden)
well as in his conversation with Dave El· ness of its assignment, press of time, and· deals with· the status of the Advisory
The studentsofXavier University have ·· ierbrock, Fr. Mulligan asserted that in the lack of supportive resources. . '
Board on Intercollegiate Athletics. The rnayetan~therremiuderofthe inexorable
mareh of time which wiU culminate in · light of the current barrage of solicitations · 2~ The University Senate recommends tion pro~s an exp&l!sion to 19 member.s
for the An"ual Athletic Appeal and other that the President request the Co~cil of and ~leo stipula~ wh1ch areas of the omour common cieatruction durin. mid·
special funds, a· further. request for the the Collese of Arts and Sciences. throulf}i verslty commun1ty must be represented ·
aemeaterteat week. Tbia mo~atroalty
Mu.lceteer staff would only serve to annoy ··the leadership and chairmanship of the an~ ~ow long eac:h member.may serve. ~e
tlckli oftthellliautea ill the library,
potential contributon.
. ..
Dean of ita College, 88 ifll first priority and AdVl8ory Bo~ 18 responasble _for making.
ye&anothe.-clevermethOdtoharu•
.
The
yearbook
ataff.
ha~
nifade
it
clear
'chief
res~naibility durina the 1973-74
recommendation• to the Athletic Director..
aWy~D~a~u~
· ·
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XJJ, Plflyers Stage Slapstick Version of ''Shi-ew"
by Gene Gryniewicz
Arts Editor

Indeed, 'this marks the cast:
throughout the play. With few ex"William Shakespeare's The ceptions, whenever an actor spoke,
Taming of the Shrew opened this he seemed so nervous that his lines .
weekend in Xavier University's rushed from his as from a bursted
Centre Theatre to rave reviews" is, balloon or so uncertain of his owm
I suppose, the way this article ability that he shouted them sevshould begin - ideally. Un· eral dooibals more loudly than was
fortunately, to do ·so would be more necessary. This criticismm may be ·
kindness than fact. For, although particula'rly applied to. Petruchio
the XU Players did a good job with who, though he provided the audi·
that with which· they had to work ence with a relatively 'convincing
and showed a fine potential for fu· performance as the tamer, nev·
ture performances, a good produc· ertheless lost his words to ex· ,
·
tion is not judged by potential. The tranious action and VDlume.
inexperience of many of the cast .
·
their nervousness and haste Bianca (Julie Waddell), by con·
(including that of the principles)- trast, often spoke ·so faintly and :
was telling and the play did suffer (unfortunately, at times) with so lit·
for it. But do not mistake my mean· tle emotion that she reminded one
ing; the production was well done. of a well-wom chatty-cathy· doll.
If one has enjoyed in the past the· .
Marx Brothers' A Day at the Races Inconsistency, too, was a major ·
or any of the early Max Senet co- factor for consideration .. Katherine,
· .. : . ..'•.·.'.
·
.· ·
. .
byC.
medies, I am sure he will enjoy the a wonderful shrew, lost audience
Shrew.
·
appeal as she tempered herself.: Her Katherine eyes her fellow Players stemly in Shakespeare's The. Taming oft~ Sh~w From 1 to •
.
transition from bitch to gen· Donna Dube (the widow), Julie Waddell (Bianca), Patty Davidaon (the taBor) and. Patty
()(
'
"It is a director's dream" said tlewoman both unconvincing and, . atherine, the Shrew).
Otto Kvapil, the Shrew's cfuector seemingly, unfounded. Her
. the University Grill' Friday af.• " s h rew1s
. h" ou tb urs t s were me
. f.·
m
ternoon. It is direct, he said, and fectual. John Bidwell's Hortensio
has a simple plot. It is the story of began the play as, perhaps, a bigboy-meets-girl, girl-meets-boy as ger f.op than his counterpart
told by William Shakespeare. It Grem1o (Dan Polk). However, as
has action. And it is thislattermost the· play progressed he lapsed in
by Barbara Belbot
point which Otto emphasizes in his and out of character no less than
News Re~rter
The · highlight o~ the program_ membe.rs. A feeling of rein·
production. Toes are trod arches three times until, by the final . An informal series of panel dis· centered on th.e ses&lon ·:women at forcement was clearly in the air as
crushed, fingers smash~d, and scene, the foppish lilt which has cussions and presentations con· ~ork", ~ umqu~ sharmg ofthewomencompa~s~ilaremotions,
buttocks slapped and kicked to the l!erfu'!'ed his voice (and which I cerned with the changing life lives of~1x very different women: a probl~s, and JOYS m each of their
sadistic glee of the audience· En· 1magme ·he had meant to retain) styles of today' a woman was spon- pr~fess1onal photographer, a cor- own hves. One of the more sur·
trances are made from the aid~ and was completely lost. Com· sored by Breen Lodge on October rections officer, .an educator, a jour- prising discoveries was that for
. rear door of the theatre (In the plimenting him nicely was Mike 24 and 25. The·unfortunate lack of nalist, a homemaker, and a· social most of these women, settled plans
fourth. scene, Petruchio 11.nd Brown as Tranio who never really attendance and supp.ort of the activist. Each woman described and fu_ture goals. did not solidify
Grumio rush upon the stage from established a character for himself. Xavier student body marred what her life as a wife, single woman of until their late twenties or. early ·
behind the audience shrieking like In this, his first appearance on was otherwise a polished and infor· mother, and a professional person. thirties, bucking the traditional
a couple of banshees. Petruchio ~tage, Mike seemed more interested mative program. The workllhop, ti· It was a creative exchange for both pressure to "get things together"
weds Kate, slings her over his ~remembering his lines and keep- tied "Life Options", attempted to the Xa~er students and the panel by the age of 21.
:·
.
shoulder, and with Grumio shrieks mg his hands above his waist than present the possibility of.altemate
in accordance with the espoused interestofXavier University
into the audience again. Their exit actually giving depth to Tranio's life options for women by ar·
in its 0wn literary tradition
·.
· · . ..
is done well. Their entrance is personality.
.
.
ranging informal discussions bedone.). Action is carried on an ex·
tween Xavier women and women
tended stage almost into the front As is often the case," a single ac- from the surroundin'! community
and in the lea& prurient interests of its students
row seats.
. .
. · tor stands out in any performance. ":h? have chosen vanous ways of
.
·
In Xavier's The Taming of the hvmg- some typical, some not.
Where this action the main im· Shrew, that actor is Alan Theemphasiswasonwomenmeetwewouldlikeinthisspacetoannouncetheresurrectionof
petus of Shakespeare's Shrew, were McLaughlin. His protrayal of Pet- ing, talking, and socializing with
Xavier's' Athenaeum.
·
the play meant to be performed in ruchio's servant Grumio uplifts the. other women and a chance for a
mime, derrogation would be defi· entire play. He delivers his lines fresh exchangeofideas.
definition:aliterarymagazine,takesitsnamefromtheoldcollege
downtownwhichtodayisXavierUniversity.Onceanewspaper
nitely lacking. Unfortunately, the audibly. His actions are concise Three of the programs were deandliteraryjoumal, itisnowdevotedexclusivelytooriginalstu·
former is nottrue and neither is the and to-the-point, hardly super· signed to explore different life·
latter. A prime example of this fluous. He does not miraculously styles: the single life marriage
dentworks-poetry,essays,sketchesandshortstories.Ailstudent ·
contributionsarewelcomed. ·
paradox is Bill Young, who plays transformhimselftostonewhensi· and. community livfng. Mar;
Vincentio, Lucentio's father. Wlien lent upon stage ... He gives GremiO Grace, a teacher at Ursuline Acastudentswishingtosubmitselectionsoftheirworkineitherprose
~etruc?io (John Schwartz), flaunt- both life and balance.
demy, discussed her decision and
orp'oetryorwhowouldlikefurtherinformatioriareaskedto
.
mg h1s power over Kate (Patty The Taming of the Shrew, ac· the very special possibilities !!he . contactEugeneGryniewicz(385-6344)orDennisKirley(761-4309):
L~ve~le), c~lls, the old m~ a young cording to Otto Kvapil, is a farce. It has for individual growth and outvugm, Blll s pantom1med ner· is meant to be enjoyed and not crit· ward committment. Carol Hirt and
vousness at t?ese mad persons' icized. So too, I imagine, is the pro- Terry and Jody Grundy discussed·
WOr~~ and h1s ~X~g~er,~ted re- duction meant to be enjoyed as a !heir Jives as they Jive in commun·
petltwn of
vugm
and whole, not scrutinized carefully 1ty. These two programs suffered
"bedfellow" save an otherwise and picked apart according to its particularly from a lack of attendfaulted scenj!. But when he finally individual characters and the ac· ance, leaving one to assume that
opens his mo~th to speak, with his tors who portray them. If this is people are not really interested in
affect~d vo1ce, he only further the case, by all means see the questioning their future living
faults 1t.
Shrew; you'll like it.
patterns.
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Israelis And Palestinians: Long History of Conflict
by John O'Brien
'
treating from their homeland to the anti-British, anti-Western, and to Palestine, led to vast changes in itate econo~ic interaction between
News RePorter
. East Bank of the Jordan River.
· eventu~lly ~ti-Jewish. sentime~t, the population. By 1939, there were the stronger Jewish state and the
· This is the second of a series of ar- To understand the conflicts b&- th~ ramlticatlons of which are still 445,000 Jews in Palestine, com- weaker Arab one), and an intertides dealing with highlights of tween Israel and such Arab Leag1ie b~mg ~elt today. Jewish Nation- prising nearly 30% of the total pop-. national enclave consisting of JerThe Middle East Today, an in- states as Egypt, Syria, and Jordan, ahs~, on ~e o~her hand, w~s em- ulation.
usalem, Bethlehem, and the sur-.
. stitt4te course under the direction of one must, according 'to Dr. Peretz, b?d 1~ chtefly ~ the thr~ tllegal In addition to encouraging mas- rounding area.
History-Political Science Professor explore the recent history of Pale- ~omst frot':;s m Pa~es~I~e: th~ sive immigration, Zionists were The U.N. partition touched off a
1
Frank McVay: This course, the sec- stine, from the time of the post- adg:~aS, eGrgun
vru eumi, able, with the help of many civil war in Palestinll, with both
ond of its kind in recent years here World War I period.
an
e tern ang.
Western-trained immigrants, toes- sides having been supplied by
at Xavier, meets on alternate Sat- With the break-up of the Ot- As a result of Zio~ist pressures, tablish a well-organized, Jewish- arms and men smuggled in from
urdays until Nov. 17th. On October toman Empire Palestine came un- the Balfour Declaration became the operated, and Western-style sys- throughout the Middle East and
20, Dr. Don Peretz, Professor of Po- der British c~ntrol, first by the b~sis of Europe's trea~ment of Pale:- terns of social services and in- the West. Violence and. terror conlitical Science and Director of British occupation army, and later, stme at the 1~19 Pans Peace C~n- frastructure in Palestine. Dr. Peretz tinued, unabated by foreign atSouthwest Asia-North Africa Pro- in 1922, by the British Mandatory ference, and It seemed for awhlle mentioned school systems, health tempts to elicit a cease-fire agreegram at State University of New Authority. This Authority created that peaceful coexistence within facilities,. postal systems, and even ment from both sides, until a year
York,.addressed the institute on the by a League of Nations ~andate, Palens~n~ would be posl!ibleunder a para-mHitary police forece- ar- later, in the autumn of 1948.
su~j~ct, · "Israelis and Pale- hadasitsbasisthefamousBalfour the Brtttsh mandat~ry system. medwithillegally-obtainedforeign In May of that year, Benntm1ans."
.
Declaration of 1917. The Declara- However, strong feehngs on t~e ~~apons - as some of the prepara- Gurion, former head of the British
With a quasi-cease-fire tempo- tion, which spoke·only of creating part ?f bot~ Arabs .and Israehs ttons t~e J~ws made. f?r the eventu- Jewish Agency in Palestine, announced in Tel Aviv the formation
rarily abating the fourth outbreak a Jewish national homeland from ~ombme~ Wtt~ ~ pobcy of waver- al termmatton ofBntJsh rule.
. . . . in the pa rt ofP a 1es ti'ne, was recetv
· ed W1'th M
mg and
of
I n con tras t, Dr. p eretz·no ted , th e ofth e J ewts
· h. state, to be calied Isd · t mdectsion
A th ·on
't' thet part
.
t
o f Ara b -Israeh. hostthttes
· t and able ammosi
·
'tY bY· th e an a ory
~
past quarter-century, there is per- un d ers
t1' ti u Bon't'1tes
h . rymg
te ts0 Arab s were tot a 11y unprepared .or
rae l . Th e announcement brough t
haps no more appropriate tilne Arabs (who then comprised over servde cedon tc ?1 fn . s ttn ttresk, the sudden withdrawal oftheMan- immediate de facto recognition
1 a ac s d t
a senes
. 194 7, f:rom th e US
. d m11tary
')'
·
.
. 90% of p a 1es tin e,s popu1a t'10n) an d pro
b b0ucth 'd
th o v1o
h en
t h 10
. t
a ory G overnment In
.., an
mterth anth e present for a rattonal, m- .
forme~ look a~ the history of ~rat;. with re.serv.ed supp~rt by Zionist .:ar en!~. es roug ou t e er- havin~ ~eceived n~ assistance fr?m :vention b~ the Arab states. ~ough
Israeh cont11ct, and the Israeh- extremists m Palestine, who souP .
the Bnbsh, and With few Arab Im' the Israeli forces were numencally
Palestinian conflict which lies at ght the whole of Palestine as ana- Dr. Peretz named some of the migrants trained in self- outnumbered by the Arabs superiitS root. Thus the viewpoint offered tional and religious homeland for ch~nges i~ .~he demograp~ic and government, public administration, or weaponry and organ'ization
by Dr. Peretz is uniquely valuable Jews.
.
~octal condttio~s of P,ale~tme ~ur- a~_d s.~ on._ _ _
...
. _ gave them a decided advantage
since, quite by acccident, h~ _has. Dr. Pa.retz cited ·these post-war mg the 1920 sand 30 s, ~hlch Thus, in 1947, when war-wearied over an.Ara~ army fraught with inbeen visiting the Middle East dur- events as the basis for a previously eventually led ~P to the creation of Britain extricated itself from Pale- temal r1valnes among the leaders.
ing two of the recent wars there, non-existent national con- . · Israel as a JeWtsh state.
stine and turned the issue of.Pale- The Arab refugee problem began
and as a neutral observer has de- ·sciousness among Arabs, both in; In 1919, the population had been stinian government over to the during this war, as numerous re. veloped, in his words, "mixed emo-: side Palestine and throughout the over 90% Arabs, with the 56,000 United Nations, the latter's par- ports oflsraeli terrorism- most of
tiona," rather than fixed notions, Middle East. As Egypt, Iraq, Jo- Jews comprising most of the re- tition resolution of November, 1947' which, according 't(tDr. Peretz,
regarding the conflict. He has seen rdan, and Syria were moving to- mainder. Poor enforcement of im- was hailed as· a great victory by were false or exaggerated- fright-·
the elation of the Jews as they ca~ ward autonomy·from Western im- migration quotas by the British, the Zionists. The resolution created ened whole villages of Arabs into.
and Zionist activities among for- a Jewish sector and an Arab sector fleeing their homes to seek security
tured. Jerusalem, and the pitiful perialism, this national
sight ofthePalestinian refugeesre- consciousness grew into a tide of eign Jews urging them to emigrate (formed in such a way as to facil- in Jordan. In addition, Jewish
~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~~~·~~--,forces, after taking a town, frequently expelled the Arabs and destroyed their homes to prevent .
them from returning. And in Haifa,
Jews rode through the city with
loudspeakers, building up fear
V
among the Arabs, and finally causI
I I
ing them to flee.
·By 1949, the number of Palestinian Arabs living in refugee
~~~
camps in nearby Arab states totalled about 700,000. Although the
United Nations was forced to establish a long-term disaster relief
project to serve these refugees, Dr..
-~u·
Peretz suggested that the percep. I -v 8 · :
tion of all Palestinian refugees as
cold, starving, and dependent on
U.N. handouts for their existence is
an oversimplification. He explained that many of the people
who left Palestine rose to positions
of prominence
in other Arab
and
many others·have
foundstates,
gainful employment in various walks of
life.
·
·
The Palestinian refugees, Dr.
Peretz went on, were a rallying foe~
for Arab national consciousness
throughout the Middle East. The
commando terrorist groups that
arose within the refugee camps
were seen in neighboring states as,
in Peretz' words, "the vanguard of
a coming Arab political awareness" - a manifestation of political and social changes to come.
This viewpoint is somewhat romanticized, however, since despite
s'udh. unifying and creativ~ forces
as a new literature and culture,
there are strong divisive forces as
well. These include such factors as
personal and tactical disputes
among the leaders, the supplanting
of realities by slogans and symbols, and a complete misunderstanding of Jews and Jewish
Nationalism.
At present, alienation between
Palestinians and Israelis is exacerbated by a number of factors,
wome of which Dr. Peretz enumerated in his address to the institute. First, all the talk of negotiating Middle Eastern problems
centers around Israel and the existing Arab states, with no serious effort being made to include the Palestinians.
Second, the Palestinians and Israelis each believe that their own is
a bona {ide national heritage and
culture, and that the other's is not
(Continuecj on page 6)
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Censorship· Imposes Yoke of_ Uniformity
When an act, seemingly insignificant in itself, is
seen. within the context of a much broac:jer spectrum, its
individual coloring may blend into the pattern of the
whole spectrum. Although I do not profess to be an
expert analyst of patterns, paintings, or men, may lack
of professional competency· does not necessarily
invalidated any observations I may expound on what I
see. After reflecting upon a recent incident here at
Xavier, I vent.ure now to express some observations that
occurred to me and then snowballed - maybe to the
extreme point of avalanche. .
Last week several mimeogrcphed flyers, advertising
a discussion and slide presentation concerning venereal
disease by Cincinnati Public Health Department official, were removed from walls and doors throughout
Xavier's campus. The discussion, which was to take place
on Thursday, had been arranged and promoted by Rev.
James Fleck, S.K. primarily for the. benefit of his
Theology of Sexuality course. Although the c;Jdver·
tisements were clearly labeled "Theology 309, Theology
of Secuality," they were taken down by high university
officials, even one in Bellarmine Chapel by Rev.
Robert Mulligan, S.J., himself, because they were pre·
sumed to be the crude creation of some unauthorized

- of censorial authority, however legitimate according to
student.
Last year, as some members of the Xavier commu· the by-laws of a university, comes into question if it is
nity may recall, the Athenaeum was delayed in its re· wielded by a lorie figure in the hierarchy who may not
lease on account of o questionable or "indecent" pas· give serious enough consideration to the suggestions
sage in one of the literary contributions. The· and preferences of committees or individuals, inPublications Committee convgned and, after some de- stituted to help determine the appropriateness of printliberation and debate, decided 6·3·1 to release the ed matter or justified and entitled to distribute the
Athenaeum, uncut and censored, to the Xavier audi- written word (e.g. Fr. Fleck~s flyer concerning venereal
ence. However, Fr. Mulligan did not concur with the disease). The personal taste of an individual thus may
Committee's recommendationond designated that the subject the judgments and preferences of other inobjectionable parts be deleted.
telligent, competent individuals to the yoke of uni·
The return to the present, the Xavier yearbook, trying formity. The situation becomes more critical if the into resurrect itseflf from its 2-year-old tomb, has en· dividual, so impregnated with the .compulsion to
countered grave obstacles in its attempts to secure uni· guarantee the absolute innocence of every printed
versity funding for s~spicion of the printed word, word, sees imaginary objectionable words in statements
one might ask the question whether the university's re· bereft of such connotation - whether the object of
luctance to financially support the yearbook is due to a scrwtiny is a recent News editorial, the text of some
fear of possible monetary loss or to a paternalistic literary composition, or a mimeographed flyer. If this
attitude which demands that publications fall under were to happen, the exercise of the power of cen·
the exacting scrutiny of its own individual eye.
sorship could become not only on occasional annoyance
Although it is in Fr. Mulligan's powers to censor any to other membe-rs of the Xavier community, but also
publication, the question is whether he should exercise the· means of literary suppression and the negation of
this power, using the criterion that that which he finds ccademic freedom.
personally objectionable is condemnabl.e. The exercis
W.M.M.

A Case- For The Liberal Arts
cu rately describe the American psyche and the stan· ve knowledge for its own sake and those who believe .
The true measure of any society is that set of values which it establishes as intrinsically worthwhile. Its in· dards that psyche established. The above queries are ·universities should be more service-oriented in .order to
heard all too often. The standard of measure in meet public and national needs .
stitutions, particularly its centers of intellectual thought
(once called "universities". in an uncorrupted sense of . American society w~s accurately expressed by W.E.B.
In the more immediate realm, Xavier University be·
that •term ), strive to nurture those values among its DuBois when he described it as a "dusty desert of dol- lieves its Core Curriculum to be an expression of edulars and smartness."
young people who one day may in turn be called upon
cational· goals and aphilosophy in the tradition of the
to decide whether the standards of the preceding gen·
An article which appeared in the October 3rd issue Liberal Arts. It need not be pointed out that Xavier as_ a '
eration still merit the nurture for their preservation.
of Time described the effort of the University Cen· whole reflects the tensions viewed by national figures
The Liberal Arts themselves, and so-called liberal art ter for Rational Alternatives "to carry the banner for between the two competing colleges of Liberal Arts
universities, embody the intellectual traditions and prac· scholarship." The UCRA, formed in response to anti· and Business Administration. It also can be noted that
tices which on educated man should be reasonably able intellectual sweep of the 60's on college campuses, is eve~ though ·all subscribe in theory to the statemeht of
to command. This superior body of knowledge has al· pushing for substance in university curricula, relating to core-curriculum philosophy, various professors possess
ways demanded clear and penetrating thinking ability. the liberal arts. In that artiCle, the Vice-President of diffgring degrees of commitment to a liberal arts
It has also included some knowledge of the scientific Academic Affairs at Columbia University, Dr. The- curriculum.
method, a perspective of historical forces, a famil· odore DeBerry, points out that a creeping crisis from
The point to be made is that even Xavier's Core Curiarity with languages and their literature, and above all the neglect of general education is caused by a shift
riculum draws a distinction between two typ~s of stuthe capacity of discernment in separating the sub· in the emphasis towards more and earlier career train·
dents. A basic inconsistency in the Core Curric.ulum as it
stantive from the superficial. Ideally, and individual ing, resulting in the liberal education's coming out secapplies to all students merits consideration. If Xavier
thoroughly versed in the 'liberal Arts will be able to ex· ond. The October 29th issue of Time carried two stock
University is ftJIIy dedicated to the concept of the to·
ercise the creative thinking, coherent writing style, and responses to that article.
tally educated man, the core should standardized for
intelligible oral communication necessary for every
both Liberal Arts and Business majors. J:tow the study ..of
. field of endeavor later in life.
One individual wrote that "One of the larger exam·
niteroture in conjunction with language and concepts~of
The problem at point is the dilemma of the Liberal pies of gullability in our society is putting up good civilization and historical thought can have _merit )or
Arts major when the question is posed to him "What ore money to pay teachers to require students to toke the.Liberal Arts ·,mojor·.~nd not for the individual-in
you going to do with a degree _in Enghsh?" Then again courses to get.ci degr~e to get o job tflat doesn't require
"training" f~r: a ,~ore· ·ip~iatizecl position in the bu~there is the logical.follow"up question "What kind of 0 college education." Another .re~_der responded:
-ness community _:seems u~iif,swerable. If what is viewed
job ~iii on A.B. in History get you?" FinaHy; the questiotl. "Americqn education is in trouble. But to say this is due
as enriching o~d'human-iiihg in one area can be'""
that tops thetft aM: "WiN you really need PlatO when you to 0 lack of liberal arts education is absurd. Our soci·
as impractical and unneces~ry (for career training) in
ere sitting on the assembly line?;; This barrage continues. · ety desperately needs specialists ··· to say that our eduanother, Xavier University .seems- tain..d by a bit of
with an oppeol to common sense, pragM•tic ;ealities,; cational system needs 0 more exten~ve system of liber·
expedient thinking. It ia not deniect that the Xavier luili·
. and the .reelaotion· that_ after· colle.. one must be. ·· al 0 , li' an,~logous to saying· tht.~t o sinking ship needs
ness School. graduate has receivecl ·some Meaaure Of
gaintully emp&oyed. The_ final admonition c0n~ists of more ,~ter. .
: . .
'·
_.
exposure to the liberal arts. However, there ~·to I.e
tt.e silnpte stliNment that liberol arts tie not translate'
The remarks contained in the Time 'etters IDelieve thet no · reason for the im~tolition of a tleuble stanclard ·
into .lollars, ond what, after all, could be sifl'lpr.r tho_n; universities sh?uld be practical . . ; concern..l with· re· oncl the crfKifion of a ~·secontl iM-ee" of the ''totally
that.
.
._
.
.
:
, suits e~nd achievement. They or• one sille of-the con· educated persen."
·
·
· :-------._·
.. ·V{~L.,.
l'+le
tlisco~W~tortittg fact is that this· rational miehf ac~ flict between those who ltelieve universitl.s sheuld ser·
.
.
.}
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. pinl at each ott..,.. tHrine eaGh other te ·
~t o·ut ef it woi 2 mches •d.._ to !'ftr IM.sttine. ·En·,
· contMts of the JN•t two· issues of the NEWS, I would.
pieces, you had better watch. or: you will destroy
JOyed page 6 of your paper very much; Do yoU think
· recommend that all of us .;_ the Stoff of the -pap·er and
·
the whole cOmmunity.·
·.- . ·
__ .
. you could fix ine ~p with Tim Dydo? I'll supply the Tree
its readers - read, think about and p'oy over the
following .words of Saint Paul to tht! Galatians:
. . ·In conclusion, I might odd that I, too, hove probl~ms _frog.- W.on1en Libben better loosen up li..le, they give
with liberty in community and have to meditate ofte~
fem~le ch"!uvinists like me a bad name.
.
My brothers, you were called, as .you know,
and long on these words of Paul.
Peace,.
· · ·
·to liberty; but be' careful, or this liberty. will proName withheld by. Request
vide on opening for self-indulgence .. Serve· one
Albert J. Bischoff
another,
rather, in. works
of love, ~nee the whoie
. As_sociate Di_rec~r:of C~mpus Ministry.,·.·
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"Life Options": A_R_~t!;e Awa~~ning For Xav!-er
_
-··

-'oear ~~)~r:
. .
.
on my part, 'th~ ~ro.gra~ ~as succe~sf~l,_ 1 am faced
I h~~t~te' to write this letter. The .last thing 1 want to ·with t~e question of why the lc:'ck of interest on stuappear as is angry or bitter. 1 am neither. 1 am ques- dents part.
·
tioning. ·1 truly feel the Xavier Community was oblivious - · It could have been there was a lack of awarer:tess
to an excellent program sponsored by Breen Lodge
that the program was available ..:..... publicity. However,
"Life Options". This program was to be a workshop o~ .. · Breen did deliver a copy of the brochure which described
women's lifestyles. To quote the b;ochure, 'Women the program, its topics and speakers; to every female
today have a wide variety of careers, ways of life and dormitory student, via putting it· under their door. There
styles of living open to them. This workshop will attempt were posters throughout the university (as well as Uc,
to present a few of these options and provide an op- Edgecliff, -and Mt. St. Joseph) listing the places and times
portunity to talk with people who have chosen various of all events. There were at least 300 brochures placed
ways of life - some typical, some not." Such topics throughout the university, including the Grill, for the
were presented as child raising, the single life, com- ta~ing. There were articles in the XU News for two con·
secutive weeks. There were fliers ·put- up the day of
munity; married life, and women at work. .
1 will not consider the workshop a failure. 11 w.as ·each event giving again the times, places and speakers.
admittedly not ·well attended. But the very fact that There was even an announcement at Fr. Bischoff's
Breen lodge was able to bring together a program of Mass the Sunday before. I mean how much can one
such varied peoples and interests in an accomplishment; event be publicized?
these were not uneducated people. There were-women
Maybe the subject matter was not appealing to anyand men from Xavier's faculty, the University of Cin- one. I hope it's not unreasonable to assume that at least
-cinnati's faculty, professional women from the area, the majority of our students are here to prepare for
and women very dedicated to their jobs, families and their future; whether it be specifically through a degree,
lives. This was no fly-low operation. So assuming, purely generally through a furthuring of the educative process,

r------------ .. r .

...... ---. -· ----·-------·-c··-,-------.'

.·

'

1

:-:

or merely to find a husband. In any case, "Life Options"
could fit within anyon~·~ ideas of life beyond Xavier.
The pro~ram was spec1f1cally ~eared towards women,
but _that was· not to. the excluSion of men. And s~rely
Xavier_ students reahze that such a state as marr1age
does necessarily involve more than the female sex.
Lastly, ·_could it be that Breen Lodge is being boycotted for their radical women's lib and feminist activities on campus this year? The other programs to date,
the Open House, the Danforth Forum, the movie
"Prime of Miss Jean Brodie" were well attended. Alas. I can find no new answer; only that which has
been time and again the problem at Xavier. Students
seem to refuse that life anywhere beyond their social
~ircl~s is real or even that it exists. A rude awakenmg 1t may be ....
I probably sound sarcastic. Maybe mad. I am not. But
I am sorry. Not for Breen, who put the program together.
Not for the speakers of "Life Options" who spoke to
small but interested groups. I am sorry for the Xavier
Community. You are missing so much.
Sincerely,
Tracey Robson

i~n

Eye To The Educated Man,
:Felten Motivates Arts & Sciences

byManaging
Stephen Kunath
. f avor of ch ange 1'f a b etter core experiences
·
· d at Xav1er.
·
Editor
· m
game
The Xavier University catalogue were offered' but the core- Fr. Felten also mentioned the cli'fdescribes the College of Arts and curri'c~lum suggeste~ by the Rettig ficulty of measuring the immediate
Sciences as "traditionally that part committee was even less palatable impact of an education. The majorof any Jesuit university which than the present one.
ity of students can't objectively as·
A more practical .side of the core sess what they have learned soon
most contributes to the Jesuit ide·
als in higher education." One of problem is the struggle for quality after graduation. Sometimes it isn't
the most interesting questions on and diversity in some departments. for years that all the pieces fall
the Xavier campus is how the Col- For example, if there are five core into place.
lege of Arts and Sciences im- ~ourses :Which. the administration Much of the core curriculum maplements its programs and policies. Is sure wdl be filled, professors can terial, he stated, should be presentIn two interviews with the Dean of be emplo~ed to teach these co~rses ed in the secondary school system,
the College of Arts and Sciences, and to offer other courses for mter- but since it is not, Fr. Felten feels
Rev. John N. Felten S.J., much ested,students. In effect, the core that the present situation must be
light was shed on Xavier's liberal curriculu~ is supplying Xavi~r s~- worked with. Xavier is not in a po. ____ arts program.
de~ts with far better faculties. m sition to change without a cor·
by R. Madden)
Some
people
view
a
college
eduPhilosop~y,
Theology, an~ Enghsh responding change in the secondRev. John N. Felte~, S.J.
cation as a means to getting a than Xavier could otherwise afford. ary system.
Dean ofthe Coiieire of Arts and Sciences
higher paying job. In response_ to Fr. Felten also pointed out that if In regard to admissions prothis, Fr. Felten said, "I do not reg- Xavier were to drop tll.e core cur- cedure Fr. Felten stated that
ard majors in the. Arts and. Sci- riculum, a counsellin'! system Xavier ~creens applicants through
ences as necessanly profess10nal would be necessary which could a combination of Scholastic Apti·
Learn Now About the
train~ng. We are not merely a prep- satisfy the needs of all Xavier un- tude Test (SAT) scores and: high
. Thousands of Topics
arat~on for · grad~,ate or 1;1ro· der~ads. The cost of such a coun- school performance. In borderline
next CPA Exam.
$2.75 per page
fesswnal schools. Concernmg selling program would be pro- cases a committee meets to discuss
IBttcktlr CPA Flevlew
Send for your up·to-date, 160·page,
~obs, Fr. Felten feels .that a major hibitive in light of Xavier's lean each' applicant's situation, i.e. inmail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
COLUMBUs····
In Greek or Accountin~ would .be budget.
volvement in extracurricular activto
cover
postage
(delivery
time
is
CINCINNATI'
~qu~lly useles~. Profess10nal tramIt .was also noted that some ities. In spite of this procedure and
.1 to 2 days).
CLEVELAND • .
mg 1s best left m the hands of grad- Jesuit schools had dropped a core the admission of women the under·
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
,
.DAYTON
ua~ schools,, and it. is not Xaiver..s ~urriculum with a subsequent drop graduate enrollment is ~teadily de·
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2 .
OURSUCC~ES~S~F~ULI;~if~~;;~~~~
bus1~ess to fdl the Job demands of m the enrollment of some core dining. Fr. Felten believes this is LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
1213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
soc~ety. A _student sho~}d.leave C?urses. Fr. Felten seemed toques- due in a large part to the high price
for
Our research material Is
Xavier an educated man, with the tlon wht:ther underg~aduate stu- tag of an education at Xavier. A
research assistance
background and knowledge and dents had an extensive enough great help would be a government
value ~yste~, or the means to f~d background to accurately judge the subsidy of some kind. A subsidy,
one. ~th which h~ can make v~l~d w~rth of present core courses. He he believes, would also greatly dideclSions co!lcem~ ~he ~ost 1m- pomted out .that the.surveys made minish the possibility of Xavier
portf!nt thmgs m ~1s l,~fe, both by the Phtlosophy Department closing and the subsequent strain
practical and theoretical.__
. sh~wed that Xavter graduates con· on the state system ..
~oncerning the core curriculum, sistently rank their training in phiFr. Felten stated that he would be losophy among the most important In viewing Xavier 88 a distinctly
·
·..
· --- · Jesuit institution, Fr.:Felten sees a
. great importance in each student's
_),
d'evelopini a warD1, human re·
-bltionship; 88 far 88 pouible, with
Jesus Christ. A large part of this
development is hoped to spring
from the Jesuits' involvement in
dormitory fife. Fr. Felten himself
isient nine years at Marion Hall, a
period \Yhich, he feels, was most
meaniqful. Fr. Felten stated that .
Xavier's liberal education is de. There's place for you on . .
. ·
aiped to help a person reflect upon
Piedmont. For a weekend
his ebqationa as a man, ~tizen,
fun, a 1ame out of town, a
h..-nd and father, "and in t"ill
quick tri, home, whatever-:
way he moat develops what· is hu· .
man in him. I am afraid of a doctor
there's a Piedmont jet or
WB'LL HELP YOU I'IND
who does not have reverenee for
· JWepjet fliJht to fit your .
human life, or an acoountant who
,_~~YOU'LL M
plans. ·with personal~
4oee Mt have reVerence for juthHchtful seryice ·always.
tliee.". The~• ..... all kind• ·' ...........
fie..Oat
~ HtviDJ ever 7.5
X•vier'a liheral :educatioa aiaa
· Some jightlaOWte wrong fer~· We'll ,.., ·
1
·. dlin .indudi ChiCIIO, · _
a~....
~
you find \he diamond you'N-fllp fllr •••.
......... ....... t;Mia .,.... . '·
-WiWY
.
.
·
leve
tor
It'
i...Hiiuoe,
.
.
.
.
tlr
•
fire.
·
.
:- ~: .
One dlamorid ie
........, • '-rlinf - ia - ....
. tlod.a, AtNiita, MalltiMt
aperte." ,r. Fe&tea also aaill that .
rpereonallt;i
. ('All Ut, wl Y~ traftl ·
at
atalienU "a·
Xavier
·· ·
jbelong • ..,_..,•. · ·
·
.trained appreciation of beauty;"
In an overall view, Fr. Felten remembered a quotation to the effect
(b
that ·''The duty of education is to
enlarge the area of what a student
regards as relevant." With this 88
oowNTowN: '60s RACE e21-o704
criterion, perhaps Xavier's College
SWIFTON St10PPING CENTER 731-1800
of Arts and Sciences ia better than
WESTERN HILLS.PLAZA_ 681-6911 .
most suspect.
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-ON CAMPUS
BISHOP PARILLA-BONILLA TO SPEAK AT XAVIER
Bishop Parilla of Puerto Rico was a strong critic of United States
involvement in Southeast Asia and of the Selective Service System,
which inducted young men from Puerto Rico in large numbers for service in the Vietnam War. In 1970 he made a tour of United States prisons, talking particularly with those who were imprisoned for draft resistance, and bringing their concerns to the mass media. He is perhaps
best known"for his lectures and articles on United States involvement
in Latin America, particularly in Puerto Rico, and on the strugles
faced by Third World countries which resist assimilation into American culture, and seek to retain their distinct language, culture and values. As a Jesuit Bishop, he is deeply concem!ld with the responsibility
of the Church to speak out on issues of international justice and peace.
He wrote recently:
. ,
"The Church is passing through a crisis· which will make it more
vigorous, more relevant, and more authentic. The people who are
afraid of this kind of crisis within the Church are the very same
people who are afraid of the changes brought on by the world
being in a state of complete crisis. The Ch~rch, moreover, since
it is a leaven, should encourage the change of structures that are
designed in accordance with the values that are diametrically
opposed to the gospel, such as the power to dominate and manipulate people, the idolatry of efficiency and money, individualism,
destructive forms of competition, etc."
:,'(Photo by R. Madde.il ·..
Bishop Parilla will address the Xavier community on Wednesday,
Noverber 7, at 9:30 a.m. in the Terrace Room of the University Center, The ·
House" and its 101111110 u. 11n1 ~.5 ,
ntlrarnu.ral D~!DBlrtlment. will give out
concerning the topic "A Struggle for a Nation and a Culture"; he will ·onelastshriektonight.
also speak ati.~2:30 p.m. in the Terrace Room on the subject of "The ;.:::;~~;:~~~;;==================;:::==========.::=;\
Imposition of !American Civilization' '"'in Puerto Rico. In addition, the ,
Bishop will spiiak at Edgecliff College's Alumnae Lounge at 8:00 p.m.
A CONTEST FOR HOMECOMING WEEKI
The Center for Student Development, through the assistance of Dave
Tom, Assistant Dean of Housing, is sponsoring a lawn display contest
for all residence hall students. The theme for the displays is "All for
One" and all entries will be judged on the basis of this theme. Displays
will be set up on the lawns in front of the University Center.
Rules:
1. Each hall may have only one display and can receive $25 to
defray the expenditures which may not exceed the over-all total of $50. ·
2. Construction may begin on Saturday, October 27. All displays·
must be completely removed by dusk Sunday, November 4.
3. Displays will be judged by a panel selected from among the University Community Members. Wi'nners will be announced at the
football game.
4. Prizes will be awarded as follows:
First Prize- 100 points toward Residence Hall Championship
Second Prize- 75 points toward Residence Hall Championship
Third Prize- 50 points toward Residence Hall Championship
Fourth Prize- 25 points toward Residence Hall Championship
Because of the late date, any residence hall wishing to enter the competition must apply directly to Dave Tom for space and for the $25.
Each hall applying must be represented by at least two (2) individuals.
For further information, call 745·3202 or contact the Information
Desk in the University Center.
THE MERMAID'S TAVERN meets every Monday at 7:30P.M. in
the Frydaye Romme of Rattermann House at the comer of Dakota and
Redway. Students.wo hare interested in all facets and writing, whether
poetry, drama, or prose, are invited to attend. For further information
convact Greg Leisner in 110 Kuhlman or call 745-1358.

Israelis And Palestinians:
Long History of Co~flict
rc;ontinued from page 3)
- this despite the fact that both ·land on which to build a new nahave long·established roots in the tion. He made one personal sugMideast from an historical and re- gestion, taking into account a naligious standpoint. Thus the Pale- tion's need for arable land as. a
stinians, although they lost their prere~uisite for agricultural selfnationhood in 1948, have not lost sufficiency, as well as the need for
their culture, history, or national access to trade routes and natural
consciousness - nor the hope of resources for industy. The East and
regaining national sovereignty.
West banks of the Jordan River
Finally, although Israel is more (and the. surrounding v~~:lley areas),
concerned about the future role of al~ng Wit~ the Gaza St~p could, he
Palestinians than is any other na- said, proVIde a people With the rte~
tion outside of the Middle East _ essary ~rea and resources for VI·
especially the U.S. _ and there is able natiOnhood. F~rt~ermore, !he
even talk of giving back some of common ca~se of bu1~dmg a n~t10n
the land occupied after the 1967 woul~ provide .the stimulus n~e~ed
war, the Israely government is cur- to bnng the disparate Palestlman
rently dominated by those who de- forces back together.
. sire to maintain the status quo. In If Israel would abide such an ar- .
addition, there are now some Jews rangement, and could ·be made to
who, motivated by a desire for se- feel secure from further threats of
curity from further Arab attacks Arab attacks, this seems to be a
and for a return to the Israel of practical solution. It is certainly, as
Biblical times, advocate expansion f!r. Peretz pointed. ou!, more pl!lu.of Israel's borders to include large s1ble th~n the altemat~ve of haVIng
segments of Syria, Jordan, and one nat1o~ enco~passmg both peaEgypt. However, this idea is un- pies: And 1t certainly .seems a ~ore
popular internationally, of course, des1r~able and las~mg ~xped1ent
and is unlikely to come to fruition. ·than IS thepresents1tuat10n there.
Dr. Peretz concluded by ex- Note: Some of the information in
pressing the hope that, as soon as t~e above article ~as taken fr~m
a cease-fire is accomplished, seri·. Sidney Nettle_ton F1sher, The·.~•d··
ous talk will bqin on the subject of die East, A H1story, second_ed•t•on,

Cincinnatians
Are Proud of
Their Beer!

Cincinnati, distinguished as the first beer capital
in America, is known throughout the world
as a great brewing center. Nowhere will you
find better brewed beer.
Enjoy Cincinnati beer. It's great beer.
It's good _bu~iness.

•

·CENTRAL LABOR·CrOUNCIL • BREWI;:RV WORKER$,;LOC/.LS 1H
A~D 12 • EN.GINE.AS, FIREMEN:ANd Olll!RS, AND MACHINISTS
. Cincinnati, Home o~- the-International Brewery Workers Union
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Muskies Prepare To Dazzle Homecoming Fans
~

; · , ; l[

.

.

~

;~Y Tho~as Stevens·

~ards

~6

The explanation is simple: home season. have been, for the most feat is 4l.points ..! O,do's pa8sing 208
on
carries for a 2.7
fans show up to watch the home ·part, futile. Asking the Xavier of· state so far this season: 119 at· yard-per-carry average. Dwight
team. win. In five of the seven fensive line to open up a hole is tempts, 56 completions, and J2 in· Chapman is next with 111 yards
Yes, the day you've all been wait· football games played by Xavier so tantamount ·to asking the cow to terceptions (for a .471 percentage). on 36 carries - a 3.1 mean. The
ing for is finally at hand. Sure, far this year, the Muskies proved to jump over the moon. Although Ce- The senior QB has tossed 4 touch· Xavier ground game is still netting
. you've heard radio accounts, ~ad be perfect guests. They graciously, cchini might spice up his act with a down passes ... Terry Buda leads only 68.4 yards per game on the av·
newspaper descriptions, and listen· and decisively bowed to the home little razzle-dazzle against Dayton, the team in receptions with 21; Bob erage ... Coach Cecchini says he ex·
ed in on many copious debates and team. Saturday the Musketeers will don't be surprised if he sticks with Pickard is next with 17. But Pick· pects senior punter-linebacker
discussions. Perhaps Y9U even hit once again try to send the home. his powerful weapon: Tim Dydo ard is averaging. four more yards John Phillips to be drafted. by the
per catch- 19.2.'to Buda's 15.2 ... pros. Phillips, whose main value
the road and caught the act in per· crowd away happy. But this time throwing machine;
son at places like Baton Rouge, Lit·. the .home crowd is composed of If Dydo, in particular, is able to. Xavier's .Iea~ing ground~ainer is rests in his talented'W«:• has a 40.4
tle ~ock, Car~ondal~, Tamp~, Xav1er fans.
hit his favorite receivers (Terry John· Ch1od1, who has p1cked up average for 50 punts thlB season.
· Huntington, Philadelph1 a~ and Ch· Cecchini's gang enters the con· Buda and Bob Pickard) with any
fton. But no~e of th_at Wlll match test, of course, with a 2·5 record, ·regularity on Saturday, Xavier
the breathtaking exettement .gener· while Dayton's ledger stands at 4· stands a chance of winning. If the
ated. when the act ~nally h1ts t~e 4. The Muski.es face a team that Musketeers, in general, are able to
. Xav1er campus th1s ,S!lturday at· has been a Xavier bugaboo the play and hit harder than they have
·2=00 p.m. That'~ ~e tim~ and ~ay ·past four years. The last time for the most part. this season,
by Bill Bromer .
the d~pth of Xavier's skippering
that Tom Cecchim and his battling Dayton lost to. XU was back in Xavier stands an even greater
Sports Reporter
department.
bevy of M11sk~teers take the stage 1968, when the Musketeers pulled chance of winning.
·
.
· ·
. · ·
atCorcoranFieldforthe1973sea· outa 27.25 victo Themostrecent
.
.
Th1spastSaturdayandSunday, The event was sa1led m
son opener against the University setback at the h~ds of the Flyers H~efull~, th~:usketee~s Wtl~ re- October 27 and 28 the Xavier Sail· "Penguins" a type of ship which is
of Dayton. It might not be Barnum occurred at Bo 'an Field at Dayton sem e a 00 ~
·team atur ay ing Team participated in Ohio 11'6" long and has one sail with 72
and Bailey, b~t it ~as been referred last Noveinb:::: The Musketeers :ore than a ctrcus acth If so, ~a!· State University's Annual Fall sq~are ~eet ?hail· area. The light to
to as a three-nng etrcus.
droped that one by a 3l-13 margin. tttheyd can phrovethto t e peo~e 1n Regatta.
.
. m~erate ~d pr~ented ~umerous
ld ll
h
.
.
a en ance t at e mam a rae- T I . h' hi
titi
'd wmd sh1fts wh1ch varted from
. hI
I WIB.
cou te you~ atto.ex· In tha~ game; though, XU strong- tion of Homecoming weekend at . we ve 1g Y. com.pe ve m1 .
11 o h'f tolar e goo shifts.
pect this Saturday, but I m afratd I boy Tim Dydo (who usually com· Xavier University is not a parade we.st schools saded tn the event, sma 2 8 •1.ts .
~ded th bes.t
·
At~
State captun'ng
top These1conditions
provt t 'th e ces
1
•
•
~'t make any pr~~ses.
wmes· mands center s tage on the tiootball of tloats, nor a riverbOat cruise, nor with Mich'gan
·
th
·
d·
this year, Cecchim's show re- field) displayed one of the finest a Friday night dance nor a silly honors; Oh1o State and Oh1o We- schoo 8 m e 101 w~s Wl ra
sembled an Edgar Bergen-charlie aerial exhibitions in Xavier king-queen contest. The main at· sleyan were close be~ind in 2nd tha~ were reple~e Wtth. ~umerou~
0
McCarthy act - minus ~dgar.Ber· f~otball history. He set Muskie traction, of course, is football.
and 3rd places respectiv~ly. Oth.er. botac~f b:.:!es a :~~a":: :,ts
gen. Those were the tim~ when s1ngle-game records for most passtop schools such as Michigan, W1s·. a an
g an
P
only the clowns decided to show es completed (31) and most paissing · MUS~UE MEMOS:fThtie DXa11?n consin, and Notre Dame, were also. Mike Bognar s~iled most of "A"
up..Funny thing, though. The folks yardage (337).
game will be the firbest o edour avter represented.
division races·while Mary Hellman
1
,..
Cin .
• T
•home games to
pay
on con·
.
.
d B'll B ,~ r 8 kippered only a
1
at .. emp e,
annati, ampa, ~- Coach Cecchini will probably be
ti S turd afternoo 8 d
Dur1ng th1s regatta the team's an
1 rome
kansas State, and Southern Dlinois depending a lot on Dydo's talented ~e~ ve ~r a~e Fl rsnon;:: coach, Tom Grogan, decided to test few, and Bri~d Haf!Don, Mars~a
(especially Southern Dlinois) en· throwing arm again this Saturday. :::er ';:;: j~t wrap~ ~P their the depth of his team, because Merl;';& ~d.~ Cu;;~ ;e~ed tn
joyed the show immensely.
. The permanent suspension of back· home ca~paign last Saturday. ~avie.r is almo~t aBBured of a ~pot the. ~ d1v1s1o~. 1ki tn:Or
Then there were the times at up signal-caller Dwight Allen this They upended Drake 19·7 to bring m the unoffiaal fall champ1on· ~~.M~k~~utzw~~errZ,b~P~uc~e:
Marshall and Southv.;e8tern IAu· past week has left Xavier with their record to the .500 mark .. ;·ships h~l~ at C~icago durin~ MB kd~~~~O: ~d Bar~nCushin~
isiana When the Xavier troupe put nothing but inexperience at the Xavier has been outscored 275-75 ~anksgtvmg VS;cation. The team 8 ar
.
~· th
win reon a splendid performance, chock· second-string quarterback position. this season. The average margin of etghth place f"m1s~. amo~gst such altern~~= 10
e ere g
full of ex~itement and suspe~se. Any efforts on the P~ ofCecc~ victory for the Muskies is 2.5 excellent competition tllustrsted s~ns1 t ~·
Butthefanswenthomegrumbli~ to shake up the Muskie offense this oint&; the average margin of de-w:========================n
...

··

Sports Editor

XlJ Sails In Fall Regatta

xavier news

·uomecoming Schedule
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 2
Homecoming Semi Formal Dance
· Schueler's B&ilroom
9:00-1:00

$7.00 per couple
mix provided free of charge
music by BLUESTONE IVORY
SATURDAY,NOVEMBER3
AFI'ERNOON
Game 1:30 against Dayton
specially prepared halftime show by X.U. Band
presentation of king and queen
beer gardens after game to be held as open reception for
all alumni and students (location unknown)

The weekend. And you've got a little time
to spend .. Any way you want. Good times,
good friends'., And C.oca-Cola to help
make it great. ··

It's the realth.•~ng. Coke.
··--·.

NAUTILUS
MIDWEST

EVENING
"Boat Cruise on Ohio River"
Johnson's Party Boat and the Chaperone
(capacity 400 couples)
$7.50 per couple
leaves Public Landing at foot of Broadway at 9:30 redocks at 1:30 a.m.
BYOB, mix 75¢ per bucket or glass
live music on each boat
tentative music by
.
BLA()KSNAKE MOAN & MUDSHARK

COMPLIMENTARY TRAINING
SESSIONS EXTENDED TO
THOSE SERIOUSLY INTERESTED IN A SUPERIOR TRAINING PROGRAM.

MAXIMUM-RESULTS
MINIMUM-TIME
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 8 am-9 pm
PHONE 221-2600

SEAT BELTS
Seat Belts save lives, says Pete
O'Grady, Highway Safety Director.
In an emergency when you must
stop fast, you can sometimes be
pitched forw111d with considerable
force. Seat belts reduce the possi·
bility of sudden-stop injury and let.
you drive with peace of mind.

BEACH BOYS
.A Music Inc.
Special
Tues., Nov. 6
6:30-8:00

TRAINING ·C\ENTER ..

1 CORRY STREET
UNIVERSITY PLAZA,

WVXU-FM
91.7

r
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DAVID ONOFREY
It is with no meager gratitude king, I opned my missalette to page (and 149 others like it) within the can be greater or less than the com- (There now remain fifteen seconds
that I, peasant that I am, with bat- one, waited for the sacred buzzer to first ten sacred minutes of the ex- bined outputs of Cows B and J, de- and fifty problems to this exercise
·ed breath, lowered eyes, and floor- commence the exercises, and, with ercise period. Praying intently for pending on the nearly seasonal period)."
sweeping obeisances, humbly pros- all the accustomed sacramentals spiritual guidance, I blackened the reappearance of the Leonid meteor 1 chewed my pencil (five secondtrate myself before and graciously (two no. 2 lead pencils and a soap holy rectangles with my sac- showers, in which case her produc- s), hesitated (two seconds) blackattribute two ulcers, chronic blood- eraser), plunged headlong into the ~a~ental stylus ~o as to spell out tivity tends. to cease altogether, ened holy rectangle "F" (on~ large,
shot-eye-tis, and spasmodically first movemen~s.
S1ster Algernon s Gear Are ~ust- n!!~d to sow m the fields of F.armer. economy size box of Tide) (five. sectrembling hands to the beatifuc "maieutic:xylotomous::
ed to Hell"- some of the questmns F m order to place second m the onds) and cried
and bonafide Institution of Modern A. all of the above
having offered a somewhat cosmic milking contest. at the county fair, .
'
. ·
and exhaustive variety of multiple- of which Farmer Q is judge, cow J It was.a.mce day for a holocaust
Educational Testing, a most irate B. some of the above
and cruel divinity whose creed con- c. significative:nabobish
choice answers - just as the high necessarily taking top prize? anyway.
sists .In a series of "spiritual ex- D. zygophyllaceo.us:araceous
priest chanted the incantations be-.
fore the proceedings of the second
ercises" designed: to examine the E. cat:dog"
believer's general grasp of IMET M
.
f
C fi
t'
f exercise, sounded the sacred gong,
my
on
1rma
1on,
o
· broad ,
.
h
'bl
.
emones
o
"dogma", an mcompre ens1 e jar- th b' h , . I'
t f
an d set a bou t s t n'k'mg off, m
HOMECOMING KING AND QUEEN
gon in the form of questions COV· e lS op S smg mr me OUt. rom clean chalk strokes, the precious
ering two basic areas, Traditional ba~ong my pteherst, tho mCyh nohehvend few minutes yet remaining to me.
· ·
d M th
.
t'
emg aware a
e
ut·c
a
Because. of the extra time necessary for obtaining organization nomiL mgulstlcs
an.
a ema lcs a pronouncement regarding in- As the metallic "tick-tick" of the nations for Homecoming King and Queen, the deadline has been exthrough Revelation; to prove be- tell'1 t 1'£
f
I
h
1
1. th rythmic incidence between chalk
yond doubt, through apologetics if
. gen l~torml s e ksew ~re ?t ef and board .picked loudly at my tended to Wednesday, October 31st. If any club, organization, or dorm
·
bl
un1verse,
e
a
one
nowmg
1, o
necessary, t h e utter an d m1sera e
.
.
·
th ears I surveyed the next problem. does not have their nominations or form, PLEASE PICK ONE UP IN
THE STUDENT SENATE OFFICE and TURN IT IN BY TODAY.
ignorance of the believer; and to my ensumg lgno~my among e " '
.
The gross output, m mega· t · the believer in a limbo of members of the f1fth-grade class
The student body will vote on Thursday, November 1st to determine
mam/1~ m (through bankruptcy) and, in fact, throughout the en- gallons per minute, of Cow B, be- the five finalists in the queen and king categories. On Friday, No=~~eo~c~!ntinual questioning as to tirety ?f SS. Cyril & M.ethodius longing to Farm~r F, exceeds that vember 2nd, the top five will be broken down;'by objective method (sic)
h' f t
Paroch1al School (and Bmgo Par- of Cow J, belongmg to Farmer Q, into a king and four attendants, and a que~m and four attendants. This
IS U ure.
, )or) rushed my brain and exploded by a ratio of 27/179, provided that group will be presented at the Homecoming dance Friday, November
Only recently was I, along wtth in a shattering frenzy as I po- the phosphate content of the red
ninety-nine fellow IMET-ics, her- ndered the keenness of the sac- clover ingested by Cow B not ex- 2nd at Schueler's Ballroom, and crowned Saturday, Novgmber 3rd at
half-time of the Xavier-Dayton game,
ded into a 12'x12' windowless rificial blade beneath which were ceed 400 units per leaf in which
k.
'
Please remember to vote for Homecoming King and ueen on Thuof her
smo mg 1ounge (Wl'th ou t sea ts) as to fall the heads of all those whose case the butterfat content
an_i~tegral part o_fthis se~son's po- grace did not measure to the fif- product drops to 3.1% and her out- rsday, November 1st.
n tlf1cal celebratwn: a ntual, sac- tieth percentile rank, among whose put to a mere trickle. How much
rificial hecatombe!
number I would surely be if I were laundry detergent will Farmer Z,
Ulcers screaming, hands qua- unable to answer this question the output of whose cow, Jennifer,

===::::;=======================

Q.

==========================

SKILLFUL DRIVING
Are you a skillful driver asks the
Ohio Department of Highway Safety? A good driver moves smoothly
at a steady, reasonable pace. He·
doesn't weave from lane to lane
and when preparing to stop, he signals clearly.

something in the air... each week ori ·wLW RadiO!
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God
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ANNEX TOA
HAUNTED
HOUSE

REGULAR SUSON-WLW RADIO
Sept. 16
Sept. 23
Sept. 30
Oct. 7
Oct. 14
Oct. 21
Oct. 28

Sun. 4:00 PM
Sun. 1:00 PM
Sun. 4:00PM
Sun. i :00 PM
Sun. 1:00 PM
Sun. 4:00PM
Sun. 4:00 PM

Denver Broncos ·
Houston Oilers
San Diego Chargers
Cleveland Browns
Pittsburgh Steelers
Kansas City Chiefs
Pittsburgh Stealers

Nov.
Nov.
Nov:
Nov.
... Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

4 Sun. 2:00 PM Dallas Cowboys
11 Sun. 1:00 PM Buffalo Bills
18 Sun. 1:00 PM New York Jets
25 Sun. 1:00 PM · St. louis Cardinais ·
2 'Sun. 1:00PM· Minnesota Vikfngs ·
9 Sun. 1:00 PM Cleveland Browns
16 .Sun. 2:00 PM Houston Oilers

This time it's a
special salute to the
scares of
·
October 31st.
·TONIGHT
in
Living Color
8tol0p.m.
on

FM91.7WVX1J.
AUTO INSURANCE .
DISCOUNTED
Complete
Insurance Service
JOHN BAUER ASSOC.

732•1711

